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6 - Sustaining/Retaining Pregnancy (a) 
 

Please review the first sections – that is the road map. 
 
Pregnancy grows, flourishes and like a rose – opens (releases) at its own time. As 
with all the natural world – when all is available – perfect happens. 
 
When it is not – unusual/tricky and downright not possible may be happening. 
You do not want this – the preparation time is the most important of the project. 
 
We want perfect - as with building a house - we do planning preparation –and 
clearing the site first – make sure all is ready to go – before starting building – or 
‘trying ‘ to. (Who would be so silly?). You are either building a house or you are 
not. Same as babies - sex – that is how to do it. 

 
 

If that is not working - STOP and start with the first principles . . 
 
Next time – maybe stop and ask – ‘what sort of baby do we want?’  
What sort of parents to do you wish to be? 
What sort of life do you envisage? 
All expect the best – but – how to do this? Build it from hopes and fears – or what 
has always worked – elder’s wisdoms – no short cuts.  
 

The healthiest habits, parents and lives to be the ones to move forwards. 
 
Pregnancy should be like weeds popping up in the garden – unstoppable.  
 
Abundant Blood energy on mum’s side and rest, abundance of ingredients, safety  
 
See the life recipe again . . https://heatherbrucehealing.com/life-recipe/  
 
 
If you are feeling a little helpless - please go to this  
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If you feel as though this pregnancy is failing 
STAY HOME 

 
Breathe . . 
Take a load off your mind – talk to the baby’s soul – and calm both yourselves. 
This is actually about your baby – not you and what feel that you want.  

 
AVOID all cold exposure however minimal as it weakens your 

holding energy 

 
Please do not go and get scans or tests.   These will not help. What would you do 
differently if you knew/do not know if baby still alive? To have reassurance you 
needed to start as though it was the most important building - all quality assured 
in all aspects.   Now is the fruition of your planting.  
Please do any testing - as this will upset your and quite possibly baby further. 
 
Wait and look after yourself. Stop work.  
If the pregnancy is unstable none of the testing will enhance your outcome. 
Instead – maybe investigate what do to help calm yourself – and improve 
circulation of the blood flow to your pelvis? Do your belly care – see page below 
 
Why is a pregnancy failing? – A great unasked question.  
Not good enough ‘seed’ (both of you) or garden basically. 
I have maybe over – shared – but some will want to know . . 
This all does ‘work’ – if the sperm and egg were great quality to begin with. 
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Please note - whilst written 15 years ago - this advice is still current.  
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Real moxa must be used. The ‘smokeless’ is not appropriate. It is toxic and not 
useful. The carbonized stick is a weak alternative – we are using moxa for so 
much more than heat. Moxa is a herbal vibrational essential in this work.  
 
My manual ‘What Dads Can Do’ was written to answer a desperate need in the 
community of concerned responsible self aware people who have reflected that 
they need health enhancement, not paternalistic reassurances from those who 
do not have a scope of practice that incorporates health retrieval. 
 
The use of the traditional ways from many cultures – especially in this case the 
East Asian Traditional Medicines is rooted in the awareness that I have written of 
in the earlier stages of this work.  
 
To be using moxa and helping yourself you have reached a stage where you have 
‘grown up’ and know that your future – and that of your family – rests with you. 

 

 
Attending an acupuncture consultant may not grace you this work as they are 
not using moxa but heat lamps. (Or smokeless moxa. Do not use. Ideally the cool 
/cold belly that you may well have needs resolving. We have a step upwards into 
self help. See the Reset Your Metabolism/Retrieve Your Yang package here. 
 
At least 80% of all I see have low thyroid/adrenal function. This is getting worse 
as the use of modern toxic additives – and mandatory injections of that which 
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stops normal nutrient pathways and reduces life force, wrecking lives, one cut at 
a time. Heat in Blood = toxins. Also sugar: avoid all going for fat, salt and veggies. 

 

 
 
There is so much you can do to change the circulation and the quality of what 
you live within. You do have to take charge though. Your responsibility - 
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throwing your money, time and life away forcing what is not good enough will 
continue to give you what you do not (or Nature for that matter) want. 
 
Maybe go to the resources section - which enables you to go much deeper into all 
that is unanswered questions in the normal literature. The suite of eBooks and 
my explanatory (natural problem solving) 2005 manual ‘What Dads Can Do’ are 
instantly downloadable.  
 

You have the entire pregnancy package there. 
 

PLEASE NOTE: 
 

Baby can only made once 
 
If there is a ‘hiccup’ – you needed to have been more aware going into pregnancy. 
Much like building a house. The best ingredients at hand – the best opportunities 
for an optimal foundation are laid and all else is dependent upon this. 
 
If you take the BBT (see here) and the charting of this shows not what is here – 
you may find that regardless of your best efforts after conception, mum’s body is 
not able to hold a well pregnancy. 
 
That is likely why ‘help’ may have been enlisted to GET pregnant initially. Were 
that the case I sincerely hope that you follow with friendly life and health 
enhancing (no scans/worrying testing – nothing medical – we are creating life) 
but wise womanly natural heartwarming assistance – a healthy life/naturally 
inclined midwife is a must). Following the ways of the ancients.  
 
‘Old wives tales’ were denigrated as the new boys (western medicine forgets that 
almost all drugs are based on the plant kingdom and made stronger/usually 
dangerous for profit) – not undoing why problems start by gong back to the 
template/blueprint/owner’s manual. 
 
You need to if you want a well family to emerge from where you presently find 
yourself.  See more here - one family and their path to healthier happy babies. 
  
YOU can surely influence the outcome – health is not lucky – or at the end of a 
needle or pill container. Women’s business – tending life. 

 
 
All assuming the sperm making half the baby and his/her life potential is 
remarkably stable.  Not guaranteed at this time. The best seed has to be planted. 
 
Then can we nurture what will be your new family member. Preparation is all. 
Calming and creating more space as the Qi and Lymph flow. 
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Seriously – I have a whole book on ‘Avoiding Early Pregnancy Loss’ – it is part of 
the package found here with all the other supporting wellness in making 
Naturally Better Babies. 
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